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The Tandem Van de Graaff

Accelerator overview
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Brookhaven National Laboratory’s large 
Tandem Van de Graaff facility consists of two 
15-Megavolt electrostatic accelerators

Can produce ion beams of most chemical 
elements (from protons accelerated to 29 MeV 
to gold ions accelerated to 337 MeV

The facility delivers these beams to various 
irradiation chambers available to users from 
academia, industry, and other research 
institutions
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Single charged negative ions are generated in 
a sputter-type ion source operated at -150 kV.
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We will operate in the SEU (Single Event Upset) Test Chamber.
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Single charged negative ions are generated in 
a sputter-type ion source operated at -150 kV.

Preliminary mass selection is performed by an 
inflection magnet with resolution 2.5 % The 
magnet is operated at -120 kV and provided with 
a hall-probe gaussmeter.

In the high voltage terminal, the single charged negative ions are converted into 
multiple charged positive ions by passing through a thin carbon stripping foil.

The foil strips away several electrons from the ions but it is thin enough (typically 5 
mg/cm²) to cause a negligible energy loss (less than 0.05 % of the final energy for the 
heaviest ions). The multiple charged positive ions are then accelerated away from the 
positive high voltage terminal, gaining energy up to 14.5 MeV/e. 

A second stripping foil located at 75 % of terminal voltage can be optionally used to 
achieve higher charge states and higher energy gain in the last stage of acceleration.

A single charge component is selected by a highly 
precise double focusing analyzing magnet in 
conjunction with narrow object and image slits 
according to its magnetic rigidity (momentum 
divided by charge). A cross-field electrostatic and 
magnetic velocity selector (Wien filter) has been 
installed in front of the analyzing magnet.

The selected beam is deflected by the switcher 
magnet into the 55° east beamline and allowed to 
traverse a thin multiple scattering gold foil (600 
mg/cm² or more).

The negative 150 keV ions are accelerated in an evacuated 
acceleration tube to the positive high voltage terminal operated 
at voltages 1 to 14.5 MV, gaining energy 1 to 14.5 MeV.
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Test Facility

User Area
EXIT

EXITEXIT
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Visualizing Particles



The AC-LGAD silicon sensor
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 AC-coupled Low Gain Avalanche Detector

 Silicon detector proposed in 2015



The AC-LGAD silicon sensor
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 Excellent time resolution (LGAD-like) thanks to internal gain

 Excellent space resolution thanks to Signal Sharing

electrodes

Shared signal seen by pads

particle hit
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The AC-LGAD silicon sensor
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 Signal shared among multiple pads (pixels/strips)

 Pad response proportional to distance to interaction

 Allows for high spatial resolution with low granularity

electrodes

particle hit

Shared signal seen by pads



The detector we will use
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DUT: Strip AC-LGAD

● Total active area: 5x5 mm2

● Divided in 9 strips (8 read out)

● Strip pitch 500 um

● Designed and fabricated @BNL

● Each channel readout via dedicated  
2-stage amplification

● Signals acquired via 8-channels 
oscilloscope



AC-LGAD at the Tandem accelerator
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Protons
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Protons

AC-LGAD at the Tandem accelerator

Signal generated by proton 
interaction on different strips

Vacuum
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The day of the Test-Beam

Monday Oct 16th

Tuesday Oct 17th
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8:00 Bus to BNL
We will meet at Danfords

8:30 Safety course - Tandem Van de Graaff
Meeting in front of the Tandem Van de Graaff building 
(901A).
Everyone will receive a short safety course on how to 
work safely in the facility.

9:00 Tour of Tandem

10:00 Calibration procedure and start of data taking 
(Group 1)

Monday 16th - Morning Monday 16th - Afternoon Tuesday 17th - Afternoon

13:00 Data taking (Groups 2 and 3)

15:30 Data taking (Groups 4 and 5)

13:30 Data taking (Groups 6 and 7)



Data taking procedure - User Area
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Data taking procedure - Analysis Area
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Data taking procedure
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Camera in the 
test enclosure 
for positioning 
and calibration 
via laser

Remote “Joystick” to 
position/tilt sensor with 
respect to proton beam



Data taking procedure
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Remote connection to 
oscilloscope

● set trigger logic

● acquire data

● analyze data



Analysis software
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Signals will be saved in .csv (comma 
separated value) databases (one per 
event)

Time

A
m

pl
itu

de



https://github.com/GDamen/EDIT2023-TestBeam

Analysis software
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We will provide a simple  analysis 
software in Python3 to extrapolate 
important parameters of acquired 
signals (max amplitude, fwhm, etc.)

Data will be stored in Pandas 
DataFrame containers and plotted using 
the Matplotlib package (instructions will 
be provided)

Analysis code, instructions, and a sample dataset are available at:

Many thanks to: 

Ashley Jammel Brooks [ Indiana U. ]
Emily Duden [ Brandeis U. ]
Aaron Petersen [ Brandeis U. ]

for their work on the analysis code.

https://github.com/GDamen/EDIT2023-TestBeam


Analysis software
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Extrapolated parameters will be saved in 
results.csv

ready for you to analyze



Final goals
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● Operate the accelerator commands to focus the beam on the silicon sensor

● Interact with Tandem Van de Graaff operators in the control room

● Evaluate optimal data-taking strategy (time and amplitude window size, trigger logic 
and thresholds, etc…) based on the physics of interest:

○ Measure signal noise

○ Measure signal amplitude

○ Measure signal FWHM

○ Measure signal slew-rate 

If you want a challenge…

● Extrapolate shape of the proton beam

● Extrapolate percentage of shared signal on neighbouring strips
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Instructions



Sensor connectivity map
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Setting up triggering scheme
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Important parameters to reconstruct
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Noise [V]

Standard deviation 
of amplitude in 
baseline

Signal Amplitude [V]

Height of the signal 
peak with respect to 
baseline, in absolute 
value

Signal FWHM [s]

The full width of the 
signal computed at 
50% of the peak 
amplitude

Signal Slew Rate [V/s]

Slope of the rising edge of 
the signal computed as

(V90% - V10%) / (t90% - t10%)



Structure of the Trigger_xxx.csv datasets
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Each trigger represents the interaction of 
a particle with the sensor

Each Trigger_XXX.csv file contains info 
for all 8 channels

Waveform representation for each 
channel is store in two columns:

Time_ChannelN 
[time coordinate]

Amplitude_ChannelN 
[amplitude coordinate]



How to use Pandas DataFrame
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import pandas as pd

input_path = 'pandas_df/' + test_name + '/'

trigger_number = 5

df_signals = 
read_csv(f{input_path}Trigger_0000{trigger_number}.csv')

amps1 = df_signals['Amplitude_Channel1']
amps2 = df_signals['Amplitude_Channel2']

columnnames=["Amp1[mV]", "Amp2[mV]"]

df_results = pd.DataFrame(columns = columnnames, dtype = 'float64')

df_results[‘Amp1[mV]’].loc[trigger_number] = max(amps1)
df_results[‘Amp2[mV]’].loc[trigger_number] = max(amps2)

df_results.to_csv(os.path.join(input_path, 'results.csv'), 
index=True, index_label='Trigger', encoding='utf-8')

library to use Pandas DataFrame

your group number

trigger file we want to open

loading DataFrame from you the Trigger file 
we want to read

loading the content of the Amplitude Channel 
1 and 2 columns of Trigger_00005.csv

name of the columns used in our new 
DataFrame

create a new DataFrame

set the content of the row [trigger_number] of 
columns Amp1[mV] and Amp2[mV]

save DataFrame to file



How to plot using matplotlib
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import re
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

general_path = '/Users/omega/EDIT2023/'
test_name = 'group-0'

output_path = general_path + 'pandas_df/' + test_name + '/'
df_results = pd.read_csv(os.path.join(output_path, 'results.csv'))

binning = 50

fig, axs = plt.subplots(1, 1)

axs[0, 0].hist(df_results['Amp1[mV]'].dropna(), bins=binning, range 
= [0, 150], histtype='step', density=True)

axs[0,0].set_title('Channel 1')
axs[0,0].set_xlabel('Amplitude [mV]')
axs[0,0].set_ylabel('counts [a.u.]')
plt.show()

library to read Pandas DataFrames
 library to plot

your group number

loading DataFrame from your ‘results.csv’ file 

number of bins of your histogram

create your canvas

put the content of the column ‘Amp1[mV]’ 
from the DataFrame into an histogram

set plot title
set label of x axis
set label of y axis

show the plot



The GUI
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Signal generated by particle 
interaction on each channel

Reconstructed position of 
particle interaction based on 

relative signal amplitude


